We investigate the ground state current of an isolated hybrid normal/superconducting ring ͑NS ring͒, threaded by an Aharonov-Bohm magnetic flux. We calculate the excitation spectrum of the ring for any values of the lengths of the normal metal and of the superconductor. We describe the nonlinear flux dependence of the energy levels above and below the gap edge. Using a harmonics expansion for the current, we isolate the contribution due to these nonlinearities and we show that it vanishes for a large normal segment length d N . The remaining contribution is very easy to evaluate from the linearized low energy spectrum. This decomposition allows us to recover in a controlled way the current-flux relationships for SNS junctions and for NS rings. We also study the crossover from persistent current to Josephson current in a multichannel NS ring at finite temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
In spite of the great amount of work devoted to this problem, a full understanding of the physics of persistent currents in normal mesoscopic rings is still lacking. On the other hand, the physics of the proximity effect in hybrid normalsuperconducting mesoscopic structures has gained renewed interest recently due to progress in nanofabrication techniques. What is the interplay between these two phenomena? In order to address this question, we study a mesoscopic isolated normal/superconducting loop ͑NS loop͒ made of a normal metal of length d N and a superconductor of length d S as depicted in Fig. 1 . This NS ring is mesoscopic in the sense that the normal segment is shorter than the coherence length L . As a consequence of phase coherence, a nondissipative current flows in the ring when a magnetic flux is applied. In the absence of a superconductor, i.e., for the normal ring, this is the so-called persistent current which has the periodicity 0 ϭh/e. When the superconducting segment is longer than its superconducting coherence length o , this current is analogous to the Josephson current in SNS junctions, with a periodicity h/2e.
Büttiker and Klapwijk 1 ͑BK͒ showed that the physical mechanism responsible for the crossover between these two cases is the tunneling of Andreev quasiparticules 2 through the superconducting segment when its length d S becomes of order o . However, BK studied only the low energy spectrum where energy levels vary linearly with the flux. They constructed the current-flux relationship I() in analogy to that of long SNS junctions. In the present paper, we investigate the full NS loop spectrum. In particular, we describe carefully nonlinear variations of the level positions with the flux which appear both below and above the gap edge. Then, we address the question of a proper calculation of the current I() which includes these new spectral features. The standard difficulty is to compute the sum of many single level currents ‫ץ/⑀ץ‪Ϫ‬‬ which are of the same order of magnitude and alternate in sign. In our approach, each harmonic of the total current I() is expressed as the sum of a term proportional to a single level current at zero energy ‫⑀(ץ/⑀ץ‪Ϫ‬‬ ϭ0) plus an integral of the ''curvature'' Ϫ‫ץ‬ 2 ‫ץ/⑀‬ 2 over the whole spectrum. For a long normal segment d N տ2 o , the latter term is negligible and the current I() can be obtained simply from the low energy linearized spectrum. In this limit, one recovers the BK result. For a short normal segment d N Շ2 o , the curvature term leads to important deviations from the BK result. As a byproduct, one recovers the result for the long SNS junction when d S →ϱ and for the normal ring when d S →0. This derivation of I() for long SNS junctions is surprisingly simple compared to the original derivation of Refs. 3-5. These authors found that I() is triangular, but disagreed with the value of the critical current. The simplicity of our approach enables us to show that Bardeen and Johnson 3 found the correct critical current for long SNS junctions. Beside the simplicity of the derivation, our decomposition gives us the possibility to control the approximation since the ''curvature'' term is a correction to these well-known results. For d N ϭ0, we can evaluate both terms and, by summation, reconstruct the short junction result: the current is 2⌬/ o sin(⌬/2) per channel. 6, 7 As a result, we study the crossover from the persistent current to the Josephson current at finite temperature for single-channel and for multichannel NS loops.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we recall the expression of the thermodynamic potential in terms of the excitation spectrum and we derive the excitation spectrum of a single-channel NS loop for arbitrary d N and d S . In Sec. III, we derive our new decomposition of the current and evaluate the contribution of the nonlinear flux dependent energy levels. In Sec. IV, we apply this approach to demonstrate the BK result valid in the case of a long normal segment and we consider the evolution of the full spectrum when d S varies. Section V describes the crossover from long SNS junctions to short junctions as d N is decreased. The contributions to the ground state current from levels above and below the gap ⌬ is discussed in Sec. VI. Finite temperature effects are incorporated in Sec. VII to study the transition from a diamagnetic to a paramagnetic behavior at small flux when d S is lowered or when T is increased. Finally, in Sec. VIII we show how to sum over transverse channels to obtain the multichannel case from our study of the single-channel case. We conclude in Sec. IX.
II. EXCITATION SPECTRUM AND SUPERCURRENT OF THE NS LOOP

A. Relation between supercurrent and excitation spectrum
We consider a NS loop of perimeter L made of a superconducting segment of length d S and a normal segment of length d N . The nondissipative current flowing in this system is obtained by differentiation of the thermodynamic potential or Gibbs energy ⍀(T,,) with respect to the magnetic flux:
͑1͒
For a system with inhomogeneous superconductivity, Bardeen et al. and Beenakker et al. have shown that it is possible to express the thermodynamic potential in terms of the excitation spectrum. 8, 9 This excitation spectrum is found by solving the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations:
These equations apply when the normal segment is shorter than the phase coherence length L . For such a mesoscopic NS ring, excitations are coherent around the whole loop and can be described by electronlike and holelike wave functions denoted, respectively, by u(x) and v(x). H o ϭ͓Ϫiបd/dx ϪqA(x)͔ 2 /2mϩV(x)Ϫ, where is the chemical potential and m is the effective mass of electrons and holes common for both superconducting and normal parts. A(x) is the vector potential due to the Aharonov-Bohm flux, V(x) is the disorder potential, and x is the coordinate along the loop. In this paper, we consider the clean system V(x)ϭ0. Following BK, we choose a ''square well'' model for the superconducting gap: ⌬(x) is zero in the normal region and uniform ⌬(x)ϭ⌬ in the superconductor. The thermodynamic potential can be written in terms of the excitation energies and of the superconducting gap:
where g is the pairing interaction present in the superconducting segment. In front of the first integral, the factor 2 accounts for spin degeneracy, and we choose units with k B ϭ1. In this formula, exc (⑀,) is the density of excited states per spin direction. The last two terms in Eq. ͑3͒ are independent of the flux. The first term can be interpreted as the Gibbs energy for the semiconductor model. In the semiconductor model, states with positive energies lie at the quasiparticle energies of the initial problem and states below the Fermi level lie at the opposite of the former quasiparticles energies, as depicted in Fig. 2 . By construction, the spectrum of this semiconductor model is fully symmetric with respect to its Fermi level and each state can only be singly occupied. For this semiconductor, the flux dependent part of the thermodynamical potential is where (⑀,)ϭ exc (͉⑀͉,) is the semiconductor density of states obtained by symmetrization of the original density of excited states as represented in Fig. 2 .
B. Excitation spectrum for arbitrary NS loop
Derivation of the spectrum
In this section, we calculate the flux-dependent excitation spectrum ⑀() of the NS loop. BK have established this excitation spectrum below the gap ⌬ for a fixed number N of electrons per spin direction. 1 Here, we calculate the spectrum below and above ⌬, considering as well the cases of a fixed number of particles or a fixed chemical potential ϭk F 2 /2m. The case of a fixed number of electrons per spin direction corresponds to k F LϭN. 11 The excitation energies are found by solving the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation ͑2͒ for the NS loop. The eigenvalue equation is obtained by matching the two-component wave functions and their derivatives at the NS interfaces; see Appendix A. In the quasiclassical approximation ⑀ӶE F , the resulting equation is
where ϭ/ o is the reduced flux. The minus sign corresponds to excitations around ϩk F and the plus sign to excitations around Ϫk F . ⌰ ⑀ is a phase shift due to the presence of the superconductor that adds to the phase shift associated to the motion in the normal segment. The function r ⑀ defines an energy dependent renormalization of the Fermi wave vector cos k F L→cos k F L/r ⑀ . The functions r ⑀ and ⌰ ⑀ have different expressions below and above the gap. Inside the gap ⑀Ͻ⌬, they are given by ͑see appendix A͒
where e 2i ⑀ ϭ(⑀ϩiͱ⌬ 2 Ϫ⑀ 2 )/⌬ and ⑀ ϭͱ⌬ 2 Ϫ⑀ 2 /បv F . At zero energy, ϭ ⑀ϭ0 is the inverse of the superconducting coherence length o ϭបv F /⌬ which is the characteristic length scale for this system. 12 The modulus of the complex number ͑6͒ is
and the phase ⌰ ⑀ satisfies
Above the gap, Eq. ͑6͒ becomes ͑see Appendix A͒ 
The spectrum above the gap ⑀Ͼ⌬ was not considered in the work of BK. Excitation energies are thus solutions of the quantization equation ͑5͒ valid whether the energy is above or below ⌬. The complexity is hidden in the energy dependence of the functions r ⑀ and ⌰ ⑀ given respectively by Eqs. ͑7͒, ͑11͒, and Eqs. ͑8͒, ͑12͒, and ͑13͒. These functions are plotted in Figs. 13-15 of Appendix A. The correspondence between the solutions above and below the gap is given by the mapping:
The excitation energies are the positive solutions of Eq. ͑5͒. They are quantized according to ⑀ j (nϮ), the two functions ⑀ j (y) being
where jϭϮ1. All the information about the spectrum and its flux dependence is contained in the functions ⑀ j (y). We use these functions to calculate the current in the following sections. As an example, in Fig. 3 we have plotted the two functions ⑀ j (y) for a NS loop with d S ϭ20 o and d N ϭ10 o containing an even number of particles per spin direction.
Linear and nonlinear regions of the NS loop spectrum
The flux dependent spectrum is obtained by folding the curves ⑀ j (y) in the interval ͓Ϫ1/2,1/2͔. This is shown in 
where d*ϭd N ϩ o tanh d S is the effective size of the normal segment. The low energy flux dependent spectrum is made of linear sections with slopes Ϯev F /d*. There are two sets of levels corresponding to jϭϩ1 and jϭϪ1. Each set is made of equally spaced levels with a common average spacing hv F /2d*. The energy shift between the two sets is 
͑18͒
and the spectrum is linear in flux:
The high energy spectrum has the same linear structure as the low energy spectrum but with a smaller slope Ϯev F /L which corresponds to excitations extended around the whole loop. Indeed, Eq. ͑19͒ is the linearized excitation spectrum of a purely normal ring of perimeter Lϭd S ϩd L . For a given parity, cos k F LϭϮ1, the two sets of levels jϭϩ1 and j ϭϪ1 are in coincidence, as depicted in Fig. 4 . ͑iii͒ Between regions ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒, the curvature ‫ץ‬ 2 ‫ץ/⑀‬ 2 is finite and alternates in sign. It is impossible to linearize the spectrum in this region plotted in Fig. 5 . One has to be very careful in evaluating the current carried by these levels. This will be done in Sec. III.
C. From the normal ring to the SNS junction
In the limit d S / o ϭ0, we have ⌰ ⑀ ϭ0 and r ⑀ ϭ1 and we recover the quantization condition for a normal ring of length L:
͑20͒
The corresponding linearized spectrum is
o for even ͑left͒ and odd ͑right͒ numbers of electrons N per spin direction. For large energies, the two branches jϭϮ1 tend to coincide. The high energy levels exhibit a parity effect and are close to those of the normal ring. The Andreev levels are insensitive to the parity of N.
characteristic of a purely normal ring. 13 In Eq. ͑21͒, Ϯ stands for excitations with momentum around Ϯk F . The index jϭ1 corresponds to holelike excitations with ͉k͉Ͻk F and jϭϪ1 to electronlike excitations ͉k͉Ͼk F .
In the opposite limit, for large d S / o , 1/r ⑀ is vanishingly small in the gap region and ⌰ ⑀ is simply related to the Andreev energy dependent phase shift at a NS interface by ⌰ ⑀ ϭ/2Ϫarccos(⑀/⌬). Consequently, the Andreev level spectrum given by Eq. ͑15͒ becomes
We can express this latter spectrum with only one quantum number mϭ2nϩ( jϪ1)/2, the first excited states at zero flux corresponding to mϭ0,1,2, etc.:
We recognize in Eq. ͑23͒ the spectrum discovered by Kulik for bound states in a SNS junction, 14 the difference between the phases 1 and 2 of the superconducting order parameters of the leads being 1 Ϫ 2 ϭ4ϭ4/ o . This spectrum can be understood in terms of quantization along closed orbits in which one electron propagates in one direction along the normal segment, is reflected as a hole at the superconductor interface with a phase shift 1S Ϫarccos(⑀/⌬); then the hole goes back along the normal segment and is finally reflected as an electron with an additional phase shift Ϫ 2S Ϫarccos(⑀/⌬). This explains why the level spacing at 1S ϭ 2S is hv F /2d N corresponding to a box of size 2d N . This scheme applies because the electron cannot tunnel through the superconductor in the regime d S ӷ o .
III. HARMONIC EXPANSION OF THE SUPERCURRENT
In Sec. II, we have shown that the NS spectrum can be linearized for low and high energies compared to ⌬. Close to the gap edge, we have identified a complicated nonlinear variation of the levels with the flux. Instead of the usual decomposition between current carried by the Andreev levels and by the levels above the gap, 15, 16 we demonstrate that one can extract a contribution to the current harmonics specifically due to the nonlinearities, namely, a term proportional to ‫ץ‬ 2 ‫ץ/⑀‬ 2 . Here, the nonlinearities occur because a quasiparticule experiences an energy dependent phase shift when it goes through the NS boundary. Our approach is quite general and can be applied for other systems where a nonlinear behavior occurs. As an example, in Appendix C, we use this formalism to calculate the correction to persistent current of the normal ring with a quadratic dispersion relation.
A. Derivation of the main result
We start within the framework of the semiconductor model and we use the functions ⑀ j () introduced in Sec. II. In order to simplify the notations, we first write the current for one value of j and omit the index j for convenience. Hence, we consider the spectrum ⑀(nϮ) and nϭ . . . , Ϫ1,0,1,... in the semiconductor model representation. We can express the Gibbs energy ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒ in terms of the double integral of the density of states N(⑀,) defined by
in the following manner:
leading to the current given by Eq. ͑1͒:
The quantities (⑀,) and N(⑀,) are even functions of the magnetic flux. Omitting the flux independent part, we write the Fourier decomposition of N(⑀,) as
The density of states of the semiconductor model is given by ͑⑀, ͒ϭ ͚ nϭϪϱ,ϭϮ1 nϭϱ ␦͓⑀Ϫ⑀͑nϩ͔͒.
͑28͒
Using the Poisson summation formula, one gets the Fourier harmonics of the density of states,
in terms of ⑀(y), which is given by Eq. ͑15͒ in the NS loop problem. After a double integration, one obtains the coefficients N m (⑀):
Finally, the current is given by
with
At Tϭ0, the current harmonics are given by I m (Tϭ0) ϭϪ2mN m (⑀ϭ0)/ o . Integrating Eq. ͑30͒ by parts, one gets
with y o ϭy(⑀ϭ0). We have assumed that the slope d⑀/dy is vanishing at the bottom yϭϪϱ of the semiconductor valence band. Equation ͑33͒ is the general expression of the current for a spectrum ⑀(nϮ). For the NS loop case, we have to sum contributions from the two branches of levels jϭϮ1. To understand Eq. ͑33͒, we recall that y plays the role of the reduced flux ϭ/ o . The first term is related to the slope of ⑀(y) at zero energy, i.e., to the current ‫ץ/⑀ץ‪Ϫ‬‬ carried by the zero energy Andreev level. It leads to a triangular I() current-flux relationship. The second term is a sum over the whole spectrum of an integrand proportional to d⑀/dy, i.e., ‫ץ‬ 2 ‫ץ/⑀‬ 2 . Only the region around the gap edge with nonlinearities gives a non zero contribution, regardless whether these nonlinearities are located below or above ⌬. For this reason, our representation of the current is different from the usual decomposition of the Josephson current for SNS junctions as a contribution from the discrete spectrum below the gap plus a contribution from the continuum spectrum above the gap.
15
B. Numerical evaluation
In this section, we show that the relative weight of the two terms in Eq. ͑33͒ is related to the value of d N . We evaluate numerically the integral term in Eq. ͑33͒ for loops with finite lengths 0рd N р10 o and 0рd S р10 o . In 
C. Conclusion
We have identified a term specifically due to nonlinerities in the spectrum and we have shown numerically that it is small if d N Շ2 o . In the following sections, we use Eq. ͑33͒ to recover analytical expressions in the extreme cases
The decomposition ͓Eq. ͑33͔͒ is valid for arbitrary d N with ⑀ j (y) given by Eq. ͑15͒, and can be used to calculate the current-flux relationship in any NS loop. At a finite temperature, we find a crossover from paramagnetic to diamagnetic behavior at small flux when d S is increased or T lowered; see Sec. VII.
IV. LONG NORMAL SEGMENT
In this section, we study the evolution of the spectrum and of I() as a function of d S for a NS ring with d N տ2 o . We have shown in Sec. III B that in this case the second term in Eq. ͑33͒ is negligible. and they depend only on the zero energy Andreev level.
͑35͒
and d⑀ j /dyϭhv F /d*ϭE A . The energy E A is the typical displacement of one energy level when the flux is varied. This is also the energy spacing between Andreev levels. The order of magnitude of the critical current is then E A / o . According to Eq. ͑33͒, the Fourier expansion of the current for arbitrary d S reads
and
The coefficients T m (X) are the mth order Tchebytchev polynomials. The parameter X depends both on the band filling and on the crossover parameter d S . The first Tchebychev polynomials are T 1 (X)ϭX, T 2 (X)ϭ2X 2 Ϫ1, T 3 (X)ϭ4X 3 Ϫ3X, . . . . For a fixed number of electrons per spin direction, namely, for cos k F LϭϮ1, the beginning of the current expansion is given by the following expression:
The formula above describes the suppression of the first harmonic mϭ1 when d S goes to infinity. The suppression of odd harmonics is a general feature of the crossover from persistent current in normal loops to Josephson current in SNS junctions.
C. Case d S š o : Josephson limit
We recall that for large d S , the NS loop threaded by a magnetic flux behaves like a SNS junction with a superconducting phase shift 4/ o between the leads. In this d S →ϱ limit, the functions ⑀ j (y) are flat outside the gap. Due to the infinite size of the system, the spectrum becomes a true continuum above the gap. Far from the gap, the density of levels is given by It is obtained from expressions ͑11͒, ͑13͒, and ͑15͒. The first term is the density of levels in a normal ring of perimeter d N at the Fermi level and the second term is the BCS singularity at ⌬. At ⑀ӷ⌬, the total density of levels tends to those of a normal loop of perimeter Lϭd S ϩd N . Inside the gap for ⑀ Ͻ⌬, we have
which corresponds to the Kulik spectrum ͓Eq. ͑22͔͒. It is dominated by the linear behavior of the first term for long junctions d N ӷ o , except very close to ⌬. Below the gap, the flux dependent spectrum is similar to those plotted in Figs. 7͑c͒ and 7͑d͒. In this limit, X→0 and only even m ϭ2p harmonics are non zero in Eq. ͑36͒ because T 2pϩ1 (0) ϭ0. This leads to the following o /2 periodic current:
This is the Fourier expansion of a sawtooth current-flux relationship for the purely longitudinal channel of long SNS junctions. In Sec. VIII, we show that it corresponds to the result of Bardeen and Johnson. 
D. Case d S Ä0: persistent currents in normal rings
If we remove the superconductor, the parameter X is equal to cos k F L and the effective length d* is the perimeter L. Then, the model describes the persistent current in a purely normal ring of length L with fixed chemical potential. We recover the well-known result 18 
I͑ ͒ϭ
the current I() includes both spin directions. This result is correct in the framework of the quasi-classical approximation ⑀ӶE F . In fact, Eq. ͑43͒ is the zero order contribution in the 1/k F L expansion. The following term in this expansion is due to the quadratic dispersion relation of free electrons and is evaluated in Appendix C.
V. LONG SUPERCONDUCTING SEGMENT
We consider now the case of large d S and we study the crossover from long to short SNS junctions obtained by decreasing d N . For vanishing d N , the levels acquire a nonlinear behavior over a large energy range of order ⌬. Then, the two terms in the decomposition Eq. ͑33͒ become of the same order of magnitude. For d N ϭ0, we analytically recover the current through a short SNS junction. 
The function ⑀ j (y) is plotted in Appendix B. There is only one Andreev level in the gap which corresponds alternalively to jϭ1 or jϭϪ1. The spectrum can be written as
At Tϭ0, the current corresponding to this unique Andreev level is o /2 periodic and given by
for ͉/ o ͉Ͻ1/4; see Fig. 8͑d͒ . This result was obtained by Kulik-Omel'yanchuk 6 and Beenakker and van Houten. 7 In Appendix B, we show how to recover this result from our formalism and Eq. ͑33͒. In this case, both terms in this equation contribute with the same order of magnitude, so that the BJ approximation clearly breaks down for d N ϭ0. Finally, we can compare the short d N case, ⌬ϽE A ϭhv F /d*, and the long d N case, ⌬ϾE A , developed in Sec. IV. In both cases, the current is o /2 periodic, diamagnetic at small flux and there is a jump at o /4. In the former case, I() is triangular and the critical current is of order E A / o . In the latter case, I() has a sine dependence and the critical current is of order ⌬/ o . It is a particular case of the wellknown statement that the critical Josephson current in a SNS junction is given by the minimum of the two energy scales E A and ⌬, 19 E A being the Thouless energy of the clean NS loop.
VI. WHICH LEVELS CARRY THE CURRENT?
The equilibrium current in a NS loop is carried both by levels below and above the superconducting gap ⌬. 15, 16 Although our formalism is based on a decomposition between linear vs nonlinear flux dependence of the levels, we can separate in each term of Eq. ͑33͒ into contributions from states above and below the gap. The result is shown in Fig. 9 . Although the total current decreases monotonously with d N , both contributions are oscillating functions of d N . These oscillations in the subgap current harmonics correspond to the apparition of new Andreev levels below the gap when d N increases. Since the number of Andreev levels is 4d*/ 0 , the oscillations have a periodicity 0 /2. Although we have not checked this numerically, we believe that the contribution carried by the states outside the gap cancels whenever the level crossing the gap has zero slope. Otherwise, when an Andreev level crosses the gap, it still carries current on the other side of the gap. 15, 17 For the case of the short SNS junction, d N ϭ0 and d S ӷ o , the current is solely carried by the single Andreev level. As seen in Fig. 9 , when d S is close to o , there is a contribution from states above the gap, which is significant when d S is close to o .
VII. TEMPERATURE EFFECT
We treat the effect of a finite temperature on the crossover from SNS junctions to normal rings. We essentially focus on the case d N տ2 0 .
A. Harmonics expansion at finite temperature
We use Eq. ͑32͒ to compute the harmonics of the current at finite temperature. Compared to Eq. ͑36͒, these harmonics are reduced by the following thermal factor:
with xϭ2 2 mT/E A . The characteristic energy scale associated with the m-th harmonic is given by E A /m. The resulting
͑48͒
where X and T m (X) are given by Eqs. ͑37͒ and ͑38͒.
B. Transition from dia-to paramagnetic loops
For N even, a normal ring has a paramagnetic magnetization at zero flux while a SNS junction carries a diamagnetic current. At Tϭ0, the transition from diamagnetic to paramagnetic behavior occurs at d S ϭ0. At finite temperature, this transition occurs at a finite d S . At fixed d S and d N , there is a similar crossover as a function of the temperature. In Fig.  10 , we see that the slope at the origin of the I() curve changes sign at TϭT*(d S ,d N ) . The small flux current is This behavior can be understood from the harmonics expansion ͓Eq. ͑48͔͒. For N even, the first harmonic is paramagnetic while the second is diamagnetic. When the temperature is increased, the reduction of the second harmonic is stronger than for the first one and the resulting current becomes paramagnetic. The I() curve for N odd is obtained by a o /2 translation of the I() shown in Fig. 10 . One sees that the magnetization at small flux is always diamagnetic. Indeed, all the harmonics are negative for N odd.
C. Ensemble average
Here, we calculate the average current of a large assembly of isolated single-channel NS loops with d N ӷ o and a fixed number of particles. Statistically, half of them have an even number of electrons per spin direction N and for the others N is odd. As we have seen in Sec. VI, a transition from diamagnetism to paramagnetism occurs for the rings with even N, while the rings with N odd are always diamagnetic. Does the total orbital magnetism of the assembly exhibits a transition? We know that an assembly of normal rings has paramagnetic magnetization at small flux and is o /2 periodic. 20 In the opposite limit d S / o ӷ1, the current in each loop is diamagnetic and o /2 periodic. The transition occurs at a very small value of d S close to 0.5 o . In conclusion, we find that the current is always diamagnetic for values of d S and d N above o .
VIII. MULTICHANNEL RINGS
Up to now, we have considered a single-channel NS ring. From now on, we extend our study to multichannel NS rings. First, we present spectra with a small number of transverse channels and follow the evolution of the different channels when d N and d S are varied. Second, we study the crossover from Josephson current to persistent current in the clean multichannel NS loop at finite temperature.
The spectrum of clean multichannel rings can be obtained straightforwardly since the different channels are decoupled and characterized by their momenta k y ,k z quantized along transverse directions y and z. The spectrum of each of these channels is simply obtained by the substitutions v F →v Fx and k F →k Fx in Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑15͒. As an example, we have represented in Fig. 11 the spectra of a ring with a square section of size (2 F ) 2 for different values of d N and d S . As d N →0, the spectra of the different channels all shrink towards the single-channel spectrum and become completely degenerate when d N ϭ0. As a consequence, the I() for a M-channel short junctions d N ϭ0 is exactly M times the single-channel result ͓Eq. ͑46͔͒. In long SNS junctions, the current I() carried by any transverse channel has the same flux dependence as the longitudinal one, namely a triangular I() with current jumps at ϭϮ o /4. Nevertheless, the critical current is different for each channel as we can see from the spectra of Fig. 11 , because the slopes ‫⑀(ץ/⑀ץ‪Ϫ‬‬ ϭ0) are different. Finally, the total current stays proportional to the number of transverse channels M.
The total current is the sum of the single-channel currents.
where
In the case of a NS ring with many transverse channels, the discrete sum Eq. ͑50͒ over transverse channels can be replaced by an integral. Each channel carries a current given by Eq. between the direction x and the Fermi momentum of the channel. By counting of the (k y ,k z ) satisfying k x 2 ϩk y 2 ϩk z 2 ϭk F 2 for a given incidence , we obtain the total current
where M ϭk F 2 S/4 is the number of transverse channels. In the limit d S ӷ o and at Tϭ0, Eq. ͑52͒ leads to
The corresponding critical current is proportional to M:
This is the old result found by Bardeen and Johnson. 3 Ishii 4 and Svidsinski et al. 5 found different numerical prefactors. In the opposite limit of the multichannel normal ring d S ϭ0, the total current averages to zero 21 for large k F o . In Fig. 12 , we show the the crossover of the critical current from M ev F /(d N ϩ o ) for large d S to zero as d S approaches zero. This can be understood from the spectra of Fig. 11 . Indeed, when d S is large, the low energy spectra of each channel are in phase with ⑀ϭ0 for ϭϮ o /4. When d S →0, there is finite dephasing between the different spectra given by ⌬ϭ1/2ўarccos X which leads to a cancellation of the total current.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have calculated the full excitation spectrum of a NS loop threaded by an Aharonov-Bohm flux, for any value of d N and d S : in particular, we have shown the spectrum of the NS loop above the gap. We have identified the contribution to the current directly originating from the nonlinearities in the flux dependent spectrum. We have recovered known results for short and long SNS junctions when d S ӷ o . For the single-channel NS ring at zero temperature, we have recovered the result of BK and our method allows us to clarify and justify the approximation made by BK. Moreover, we have extended the study of the NS loop to the finite temperature and to the multichannel cases.
This formula can be reduced in the following form:
with the parameters r ⑀ and ⌰ ⑀ defined by
One expression for the modulus r ⑀ is
We now look for quasiparticle states with energies above ⌬. In the normal region, the form of the wavefunctions is unchanged. In the superconductor, they become
͑A10͒
where e 2␦ ⑀ ϭ(⑀ϩͱ⑀ 2 Ϫ⌬ 2 )/⌬. Therefore, the eigenvalue equation can be obtained directly from the preceding study with the replacement Ϫi ⑀ →␦ ⑀ and →i␦k ⑀ . We obtain the Eq. ͑A5͒ with the complex parameter
ϭcos ␦k ⑀ d S ϩi coth 2␦ sin ␦k ⑀ d S .
͑A12͒
The modulus is given by 
APPENDIX B: SUPERCURRENT IN SHORT SNS JUNCTIONS
In the case of short SNS junctions, the eigenvalue equation Eq. ͑44͒ can be inverted. For the jϭ1, we obtain ⑀ ϭ⌬ cos 2y in the interval Ϫ1/2ϽyϽϪ1/4 and for j ϭϪ1, we have ⑀ϭϪ⌬ cos 2y in the interval 0ϽyϽ1/4. These functions ⑀ j (y) are shown in Fig. 16 . Now, we detail dy cos 2my cos 2y ͬ .
͑B1͒
Odd harmonics with mу3 are zero. Even harmonics m ϭ2 p are
A similar calculation for jϭϪ1 gives the same result for I m when mу2. The case mϭ1 has to be considered separately and it is easy to see that jϭϩ1 and jϭϪ1 cancel each other. Consequently, the current is given by
which is nothing but the harmonics expansion of Eq. ͑46͒.
APPENDIX C: EXACT CALCULATION OF THE PERSISTENT CURRENTS IN A NORMAL LOOP
In this appendix, we show how the method developed in Sec. III to calculate the harmonics of the current can be used to obtain the current of the purely normal ring. In this case, it is easier to use the equilibrium single particle state spectrum rather than the excitation spectrum. For a free electron in a ring of length L, the electronic levels are
The derivation of Eq. ͑33͒ is still valid for the equilibrium spectrum: 
